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- This week we have fully worked on the implementation. We corrected some parts of the server side. These are as followings.
  - Last week Eda and Sercan designed the Content Manager part. They nearly finished CM module. However, it was an application which was run on desktop computer as an executable. We thought that it is not usable for the people who change the contents of the activities. Therefore, Eda and Mehmet changed it as applet. Someone can reach from the outside with a browser. Moreover, we are planning to user check module for Content Manager while logging.
  - We decided to the object types comes from Content Manager and Admin modules for data transfer. Mehmet and Mustafa are trying to implement these objects. However, they have not finished yet.

- In the PDA part, we did the followings:
  - Mehmet and Mustafa are still trying to use ArcPad. They write some basic scripts for gaining experience. However, we could not adapt it to our PDA module.
  - Mustafa was trying to acquire the best tool for PDA application development. Therefore, he was looking at the GisNet which was suggested to us by the other MobGis Team MobilTech. He will compare two tools and try to write some basic applications on both and choose the best one.

- In Database part, we did the followings:
  - Onur updated the database. He added a table for controlling the Content Managers to login to the system. He added userid and password attributes for CM’s. Therefore, we can check whether the person who is trying to log on to the system has the permission or not.